Release Notes:
AVG Business Antivirus Client 19.7

Release Date:
October 2, 2019
Summary

- Enhancements and bug fixes are part of this release.

Features/Enhancements

- You will be able to uninstall AVG from devices remotely from the Remote Administration console (this setting will be available in the next Remote Administration version release)
- New options in settings - two old settings were returned back - Internet Connection Sharing Mode and Enable automatic port scan detection - you can find them under Firewall settings
- You can now schedule and delete Quick scans
- New option in Web Shield settings - Enable QUIC/HTTP3 scanning
- We have added 'Remote DNS' as fall back for Instup net requests

Bug Fixes

- Fixed issue with Internet connection dropping after few days of usage
- Fixed issue around receiving and sending mail messages in Mozilla Thunderbird
- Fixed issue with End User License Agreement (EULA) link (although still EULA was displayed)
- Fixed issue with virtualization on AMD Ryzen 3000 CPU
- Fixed issue with occasionally blocked MS Windows 10 update by self-defense
- Fixed issue with nested virtualization (VBox/VMware)
- Fixed crash in instup
- Fixed issue in explorer scan - toaster was displayed just for first scan, now is displayed for each explorer scan
- Fixed memory leak in aswStm.sys driver
- Fixed a few crashes reported automatically from the clients